Since time is an omnipresent feature of our existence, many elements of time are embedded in information itself, and related behaviours such as creation, seeking and utilisation. In IR, time can distinguish the interpretation of information, and influence the intentions and expectations of users' information seeking activity. Many time-based patterns and trendsnamely temporal dynamics -are evident in streams of information behaviour by individuals and crowds. A temporal dynamic refers to a periodic regularity, or, a one-off or irregular past, present or future of a particular element (e.g., word, topic or query popularity) -driven by predictable and unpredictable time-based events and phenomena.
approaches. I explore how the temporal dynamic similarity of word and phrase use in a collection can be exploited to infer temporal semantic relationships between the terms. I propose an approach to uncover a query topic's "chronotype" terms -that is, its most distinctive and temporally interdependent terms, based on a mix of temporal and non-temporal evidence. Experiments demonstrate that exploiting chronotype terms in temporal query expansion leads to significantly improved retrieval performance in several time-based collections.
Temporal dynamics provide both a challenge and an opportunity for IR systems. Overall, this thesis demonstrates that temporal dynamics can be used to derive tacit structure and meaning of information and information behaviour, which is valuable for improving timeaware IR system effectiveness.
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